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Suing The Press Libel The
And now we may be seeing it with libel law. For more than half a century, protections enacted by the U.S. Supreme Court have shielded the press by enabling journalists to hold the powerful to account ...
The Supreme Court May Be Poised To Weaken Libel Protections For The Press
Francesca Flood, a partner at Burlingtons Legal, acted for a now 18-year-old Syrian, Jamal Hijazi, who successfully sued Tommy Robinson, the English Defence League founder whose real name is Stephen ...
Lawyer of the week: Francesca Flood, who acted for a Syrian schoolboy who successfully sued Tommy Robinson for libel
A British journalist and her publisher are facing defamation claims from billionaire Chelsea Football Club owner Roman Abramovich and other wealthy Russians over a book about the rise of President ...
UK Journalist Sued by Russian Billionaires Over Putin Book
A British judge says she plans to rule later this year on a libel case brought over claims in a book about the ascent of Russian President Vladimir Putin.
British Judge To Rule In October On Libel Case Over 'Putin's People' Book
Riot Games is being sued by the state of California over allegations of gender discrimination, sexual harassment, and retaliation against female employees. On February 3, 2021, the California ...
It turns out Riot Games is also being sued by the same agency as Activision Blizzard
A Nevada print news organization and the American Civil Liberties Union are suing to ensure access to what could be the state’s first execution in 15 years. A federal lawsuit invoking First Amendment ...
Nevada Press Association sues to ensure access to execution
The actor said she was promised the release would be exclusively theatrical, but the company released the movie on Disney+ on the same day it was released in theaters.
Scarlett Johansson Is Suing Disney For Releasing "Black Widow" On Its Streaming Service
Black Widow' fans were shocked to see Scarlett Johansson sue Disney over the film's release. But she's done this kind of thing before.
Scarlett Johansson Suing Disney Over ‘Black Widow’ Isn’t the First Time She’s Taken Legal Action Like This
Johnny Depp has scored a major court victory in his battle to discover if ex-wife Amber Heard stuck to her promise and donated her $7million divorce payout to charity, Dailymail.com can exclusively ...
EXCLUSIVE: Johnny Depp WINS motion forcing the ACLU to reveal if Amber Heard ever donated promised $7M divorce settlement to charity in effort to prove she lied during libel case
Shareholder rights law firm Robbins LLP announces that a class action has been filed on behalf of all purchasers of American Depository Shares ("ADSs") of Oatly Group AB (NASDAQ: OTLY) between May 20, ...
SHAREHOLDER ALERT: Robbins LLP Announces that Oatly Group AB (OTLY) is Being Sued for Misleading Shareholders
Accra - Fast-spreading misinformation online is hard to measure, but the 10 organizations and 10 African fact-checking groups that make up the Africa Infodemic Response Alliance are working to track ...
Coronavirus - On the frontlines in the fight against dangerous misinformation
Officials determined the shooting was justified but a civil court found an officer liable in the shooting death of Jeffrey Tyree and awarded $1 million to his family ...
Jury: Virginia Beach officer liable in 2019 fatal shooting
Johansson sued Disney on Thursday, claiming the release of Marvel's "Black Widow" on Disney's streaming service violated her contract.
Scarlett Johansson’s agent accuses Disney of trying to ‘weaponize her success as an artist’ by revealing her salary
General Motors has filed a lawsuit to try to prevent Ford from using the name “BlueCruise” for the hands-free driving feature it announced earlier this year. First reported by the Detroit Free Press, ...
GM, Cruise suing to stop Ford from using the name ‘BlueCruise’
Criminal charges will be filed against the Pacific Gas and Electric Company in connection with Zogg Fire, which killed four people and damaged numerous homes and structures, the district attorney for ...
California utility PG&E is 'criminally liable' for the fatal 2020 Zogg Fire, prosecutor says
The company "Arktiktex" operates in the North-Western Technology Transfer Center (NWTT), which is part of the investment network of the Fund for Infrastructure and Educational Programs (FIOP) of the ...
The startup FIOP of the RUSNANO Group "Arktiktex" and the Russian brand FARRDI will create clothes with a built-in heating system
Scarlett Johansson is suing the Walt Disney Co. over its streaming release of “Black Widow,” which she said breached her contract and deprived her of potential earnings.
Scarlett Johansson sues Disney over ‘Black Widow’ release
For the second time in three years, Dallas resident Jefferey Gordon has found himself at the heart of a Securities and Exchange Commission lawsuit ...
Previously charged Dallas fraudster is sued by the SEC for a real estate investment scheme
The Fair Lines America Foundations, a Republican advocacy group, sued the Census Bureau for information about how the count was conducted in group quarters.
Census Bureau Could Delay Redistricting Data by Another 6 Months, Creating Trouble in Ohio
Senior Economist at UOB Group Alvin Liew assesses the latest FOMC event (Wednesday). Key Takeaways “The Federal Reserve as widely expected, kept its policy parameters and asset ...
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